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Total removal of the larynx is no longer a rare opera
tion' and in recent years many publications on the 
various ways of producing v oice without the larynx 
have been added to the literature on phoniatrics. A 
phonograph record demonstrating some of these 
forms of speech in which sounds are created without 
the use of vocal cords therefore seemed to us a use
ful contribution. 

Speech is normally produced by means of the larynx 
in combination with the nasal, pharyngeal, and oral 
cavities. The larynx is essentially a mechanism to 
promote swallowing, which man can exploit for 
speech because it contains musculocartilaginous ele
ments that can be cause to vibrate by the air expell
ed from the lungs. 

Fig. 1. 

Cross-section of 
larynx. 

The current of air pro
duces a whirling motion 
in the vocal cords when 
a sound is produced. 
The cords of folds are 
repeatedly pushed brief
ly apart by the pressure 
of the expelled air and 
then drawn together by 
their elastic tension. 
The number of impulses 
or waves created by the 
vocal cords per second 
is called the basic fre
quency of the voice. 
For the male voice this 
basic frequency is about 
110 Hz, and for the fe
male voice about 220 Hz, 
or an octave higher . The 
melodic quality of the 
voice is carried by the 
basic frequency of the 
vocal cords: the speaker 
introduces tonal varia
tions into his speech by 
regulating the basic fre
quency by means of a 
complex of muscular 
movements. 

Total removal of the larynx, the organ of voice, is 
sometimes made necessary by the presence of cer
tain malignant tumours. ,This operation often saves 
the life of the patient, but robs him of the organ 
which equips him for oral communication, one of 
the most important elements of our daily lives. 

We cannot imagine what it is like to be really" dumb" 
E v en the indiv idual who find himself faced with the 
loss of his vocal organ cannot begin to conceive the 
proportions of this loss. Only during and after his 
recovery from the operation does the patient begin 
to realize more and more what it means to be com
pletely mute . In the beginning, this psychic trauma 
and the ,change in his physical state are difficult 
for the patient to cope with. 

Fig. 2. 

Tracheostoma 

The change produced by the laryngectomy in the 
state and the action of the organs of speech is as 
follows. The larynx is removed by surgery. To 
prevent food from entering the air passage or 
trachea, the latter is provided with an external 
op ening at the front of the neck, the so-called 
tracheostoma (fig . 2). Air no longer passes 
through the nose and mouth but flows directly 
through the tracheostoma. As a consequence of 
the removal of the larynx, two components of the 
peripheral mechanism are now misSing, air pro
pulsion and phonation. :The third element, articu
lation, has not been disturbed. Because of the ab
sence of the larynx, no basic frequency or ground 
tone can be created, and the absence of a current 
of air means that whispering is impossible. Other 
functions of the upper air passages which require 
a flow of air through the mouth and nose also be
come impossible, for example smoking, blowing, 
whistling, sneezing, sniffing, and blowing the 
nose. Fortunately, the intense compulsion and 
psychic necessity to maintain oral communication 
can lead to the creation of other forms of speech 
or vocalization. 
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Buccal speech. (recording III) 

Buccal speech is the most imperfect form of expres 
sion that can be learned to replace the vocal cords, 
but it is in a sense the obvious one to be produced 
spontaneously. It has been noted that buccal speech, 
which is produced entirely without a basic tone, 
must be seen as the most primitive form of speech 
known in the development of man. In this means of 
communication, use is made only of articulation and 
no additional sound is provided by a substitute organ 
of voice. The explosive and fricative consonants 
p-t-k-s and f are formed in such an exaggerated 
manner that the. air in the oral cavity is made to 
resonate according to the shape assumed by the oral 
cavity for the vowel to follow the consonant. 

When a person whose larynx has been removed is 
forced to use buccal speech over a long period, he 
may achieve such skill that combined with the 
position 'of his iips he becomes understandable to 
others. 
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Fig. 4. 

Exaggerated articulation in buccal speech. 

The patient whom you have just heard has acquired 
enormous virtuosity with buccal speech, even though 
she is completely unintelligible auditorially, i. e. 
when her lips cannot be seen. What you heard are 
only exaggerated clicking sounds. 

Parabuccal speech. (recording IV) 

Parabuccal speech is a little-known manner of speak
ing. At one time this form of speech was occasional
ly applied in the rehabilitation of speech. It is no 
longer used for this purpose because it is very diffi
cult to learn. In parabuccal speech, the air required 
to form the basic tone is collected in a space between 
the cheek and the upper jaw; the cheek serves as an 
air reservoir and the muscles of the cheek force the 
air out. The basic sound to be articulated is formed 
between the cheek and the teeth: the inside of the 
cheek is pressed against the teeth and the collected 
air is forced between them, creating the basic tone. 
This tone, as you can hear on the record, is high, 
thin, and pinched. 

The patient who made this recording has developed 
such facility with parabuccal speech that you can 
understand him easily . He is even able to use this 
manner of vocalization to sing. 

Fig. 5 . 

Parabuccal speech. 

Expansion of cheek to 
form air pocket. 

Pressing air out of pocket 
via narrow opening be
tween upper jaw and cheek 
towards the mouth. 



The parabuccal form of speech is the first form of 
oral communication in which, in a very primitive 
way, a basic tone is produced. 

Glosso-pharyngeal speech. (recording VI) 

Glosso-pharyngeal speech is a very rare mode of 
speaking. This recording was made by a patient 
who has been described in detail by Dr. Damste and 
Mrs. Moolenaar-Bijl. Glosso-pharyngeal speech 
is sometimes encountered in children provided with 
a temporary tracheal cannula because of a serious 
stenosis of the larynx. The pharynx serves as an 
air reservoir and a pseudo-glottis is provided by a 
contraction in the oral cavity formed by the back of 
the tongue and probably the left front palatal arch, 
the left edge of the tongue being pressed against the 
processus alveolaris. When the small volume of 
air is forced out of the pharynx through the small 
opening between the tongue and palate, a quacking 
basic tone is developed. But because the tongue 
and palate must remain rigid during phonation, the 
oral cavity cannot assume the positions required 
for the various vocals and the consonants r-n and 1 
cannot be articulated at all. The rapidity of the 
speech and absence of melody largely determine the 
comprehensibility of this form of speech. Only 
members of the family and people in daily contact 
with the speaker can understand him well; for others 
he is incomprehensible. 

Esophageal voice. (recording VIII) 

Since 1890, esophageal voice has been considered the 
best replacement for the normal voice. This form 
of phonation offers the most possibilities for ,the de
velopment of an easy, flowing manner of speaking 
which is reasonably understandable, and gives the 
patient a means of expressing his personal feelings 
with temporal, dynamic, and even melodic accent. 

The esophagus as a whole serves to a large extent 
as an air reservoir. The pseudo-glottis is formed 
by a constriction in the esophagus created by con
traction of the M. cricopharyngeus (fig. 6). With 
involuntary eructation we can hear that this annular 
muscle is by nature capable of vibration. The basic 
tone (recordings X and XI) is low and its volume is 
small because the tension of the pseudo-glottis can
not be v:fried very much. 

The ground tone is .sometimes rather difficult to 
determine. LuchSinger states that the basic fre
quency is between 50 and "64 Hz, but Damste has 
measured 40 and 180 Hz. 
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Fig. 6. 

Vibration of the 
M. cricoph. seen 
from above. 

To produce esophageal 
sound, the esophagus 
must be able to take in 
and expel air voluntari
ly. The taking in of 
air requires a recondi
tioning of the esophagus 
which, closed by reflex, 
must be trained to open 
at will. 

The oldest method to 
introduce air into the 
esophagus is by swallow
ing. The objections to 
the swallowing method 
are: 
A. 
g,. the swallowing of air 

cannot be repeated 
sufficiently; 

Q. swallowing interrupts 
speech; 

£.. swallowed air often 
enters the stomach. 

Other methods of intro
ducing air into the 
esophagus are suction 
and injection. 

Suction: With direct 
inhalation, the esophagus 
opens simultaneously, 
thus increasing the so
called negative pressure 
in the esophagus so that 
the air can flow into it 
undisturbed. The disad
vantage of this method is 
the rather convulsive 
mechanism which is ac
companied by rapid fatigue 
(hyperventilation) . 

Injection (recording IX): 
The air present in the tongue or bottom of the mouth 
and forced into the esophagus. This does not re
quire thoracic breathing movements. The oral 
closure and constrictive movement are the equivalent 
of a very lightly applied articulation of the explosives 
p and t. Further back in the mouth, at the level of 
the k-articulation, a movement of the back of the 
tongue can create the same effect. There is thus a 
relationship between the formation of consonants and 
injection. For teaching esophageal voice, the injec
tion method is now used exclusively. 

Patients who have acquired skill in esophageal voice 
can use the telephone as easily as before the opera
tion. (recording XII) 

The teaching method for esophageal voice. 

After the patient has been given a brief explanation of 
the principle of esophageal voice, attention is given 
to quiet breathing with as little sound as possible. In 



the very first lesson the patient is asked to articulate 
the meaningless syllable pa -pa -pa until an esophageal 
sound is produced. 

If the combination of a pa cannot be realized after 
several attempts, vowel combinations such as ij
ee-ui are tried . Learning to repeat the injection 
of air .is extremely difficult for the patient,. and this 
is the moment at which it is essential that the ther
apist convey his will to persevere to the patient be
cause at this stage many patients become discouraged 
or are overcome by panic. In most cases, however, 
after intensIve practice with the syllable pa" esopha
geal sound is produced after a short time. The 
syllables ta, tei, tee and ka, kei, kee are then added, 
and after practice the first meaningful words can be 
formed. 

In the next lessons attention is given to the articula
tion of the one - syllable words without forceful ex
halation and without irrel evant associated sounds. 
Other vowels in combination with the consonants 
p-t - k can then be practiced and used as a basic for 
many other variations. 

It is now possible to . begin with the teaching of two
syllable words in which the accent falls on the sec
ond syllable, and l ater several other consonants 
can be added unobtrusi;"ely. These words are used 
with the object of conserving the still poorly-de
veloped esophageal sound and spreading it over the 
whole word rather than wasting it in one expulsion. 
When these combinations can be produced with a 
certain amount of ease, the patient can proceed 
to the initial consonants s and f. 

The practice material is then extended to include 
three-syllable words with the main or subsidiary 
accent on the last syllable, and i? this composi
tion all the vowels can be used. 

If the patient has so far achieved reasonable facil
ity at each stage, he is now ready to use the prac
tice material to form short sentences and he can 
also make simple sentences with numerals and 
the substantives he has already learned. At this 
stage a start can be made with teaching the con
sonants band d. For the sake of simplication, 
these consonants are first pronounced as p and t, 
and preference is given to words in which the sec
ond syllable carrying the accent begins with 
a b or d. 

When the patient is able to produce a ructus at will, 
a word beginning with a vowel will give him little 
trouble, but if he is not yet able to eruct at will 
he can be taught to pronounce combinations of 
words in which the first word ends with an explo
sive and the second begins with a vowel. Shortly 
thereafter, other two or three syllable words be
ginning with a vowel and with an explosive in thf! 
middle can be added. 

In attempting to come as close as possible to per
fect articulation, attention must be given to the 
voicillg of the consonants m-n-ng and l-v-z. Voic
ing of the consonants m -n -ng is achieved by sus
taining the esophageal tone as long as possible. 
These consonants must be taught in the middle po
sition in words with the accent on the second syl-
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lable, after which words can be used with the accent 
on the first syllable. 

Once this difficult point has been overcome, the 
nasals and liquids can also be taught in other 
positions. To achieve a flowing pronunciation 
of two different successive vowels, special words 
are practiced such as lay-out and get-up. The 
ability to repeat a vowel without a new injection 
provides refinement and control of the esophageal 
sound. The limited variations in tonal height and 
intensity available to the esophageal speaker can 
be increased to some extent by various vowel ex
ercises, arid here the fact that there is a close re
lationship between melodic and dynamic accent 
must be kept in mind. It is also important that 
time be spent on the' accentuation of syllables and 
parts of sentences, which can be taught by means 
of contrasts and multisyllabic words in which the 
consonants p-t-k-b and d predominate. 

This is a short statement of some of the broad lines 
to be followed in teaching esophageal voice. The 
patient must of course have the courage and deter 
mination to realize the new form of speech in his 
daily life. The therapist can be of great help to 
him in this, by encouraging him to speak often and 
slowly and convincing him that concisely formulated 
his thoughts always provides the best communication 
between people. 

The artificial larynx. (recordings XIII, XIV, XV 
and XVI) 

Not all those who must undergo a laryngectomy are 
capable of learning esophageal voice. The causes 
of failure include an organ unsuited to producing 
the basic tone, advanced age, and inadequate intel
ligence. For these patients the artificial larynx is 
to be considered. 

The production of the 
basic tone by mechanical 
means can be done in two 
ways. The first group 
of apparatuses, to which 
the larynxophone belongs, 
(recording XIII and XIV), 
have in common that a 
membrane is caused to 
vibrate by air expelled 
from the' lungs via the 
tracheostoma. The sound 
developed in this way is 
led into the mouth by a 
tube. By controlling' the 
pressure of the air from 
the lungs, the membrane 
can be made to vibrate 
faster or slower, enabling 
good variation of the basic 
tone. (fig. 7). 

Fig. 7. 

Larynxophone 



In the second group of apparatuses the basic tone 
is produced electro-acoustically . At the desired 
moment, the noise source 
must be switched on and 
off. This group includes 
the "Pipa di Tichioni" 
(fig. 8) (recording XI) 
and the Western Elec
tric instrument (fig. 9) 
(recording XVI) of elec
tro-mechanical type in 
which the basic tone is 
led via the sort tissues 
of the neck and bottom 
of the mouth to the ext en -
sion. Because the basic 
sound has a constant fre
quency, the ground tone 
cannot be varied. The re
sult is a soft, monotonous 
s ound . 

Fig. 8. 

Pipa di Tichioni. 
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Western Electric. 

Fig. 10 . 

Farmer with frog. 

built into the pipe-
bowl. 

A bizarre means of pro
ducing a basic tone was 
discovered by a farmer 
in California, at least 
according to history. 
He used the croaking of 
a live frog. When he 
wanted to speak he put 
the frog into his mouth 
and caused it to croak 
by stroking it with his 
tongue - - and the farm
e r spoke - - so the story 
goos. 
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Recording XI: Basic sound of the esophageal voice 
an octave ;lower. 

The pace with which the patient can learn this 
speechmechanism is variable and depends on age, 
state of health, intelligence, sphere of activity 
and milieu. Under favorable circumstances the 
patient can learn this technique within two months. 
When speaking clearly and slowly, patients with 
esophageal voice are completely understandable, 
even through the telephone. This can be heard in 
the following recording. 

Recording II: Esophageal voice by telephone. 

Not every patient without a larynx is able to ac
quire an esophageal voice. Several causes such 
as age and low intelligence, preclude this accom
plishment. For these patients the possibility of 
procurring an articial larynx exists. The produc
tion of basic sounds by mechanical means can be 
done according to two principles: The first in
cludes a group of appliances which have a mem
brane set in motion by air expelled from the lungs 
through the tracheostoma. The sound thus pro
duced is conducted by means of a tube to the mouth, 
as you will hear in the following recording. 

First you will hear a little piece in Dutch and after 
that a little piece in French. 

Recording XIII: Larynxophone. 
English translation of the Dutch 
part: 

In 1952 I constructed an apparatus 
and called it "Larynxophone" I 
was inspired by a balloon with a 
little squeaker in it, when we 
pinched the balloon out comes a 
specific sound. This little squeak
er was worked into my apparatus 
in the form of a membrane. 

It is even possible to sing with 
this apparatus. 

Recording XIV: Singing voice with larynxophone 

The second principle includes a group of appliances 
in which the sound is produced electrically. This 
source is switched on and off at will. The path by 
which the sound reaches the mouth can be varied. 
The "Fipa di Tichioni" is a representative of this 
group. This apparatus resembles a pipe. The 
source of sound being built into the pipe-bowl and 
the sound being conducted into the mouth by way of 
the pipe-stem. 

Recording XV: Fipa di Tichioni. 

With removal of the vocal organ we save the patient's 
life, but at the same time deprive him of the organ 
that enabled him to maintain human contact and spon
taneous self-expression. The social problem here 
entailed will be heard from the following patient. He 
has tried to learn esophageal voice, but failed. He 
is now speaking with an artificial larynx, the "Wes
tern Electric" . 

Recording XVI: Western Electric. 

Fortunately the patient whose larynx must be removed 
is not doomed to be mute for the rest of his life. For 
each one there is a method of learning a new way of 
speaking, as this record has attempted to demonstrate. 

Harm A. Drost. 

Leiden, 28 april 1964. 

A cover-picture for the record. 

It symbolizes a man without a larynx and a violin 
with broken strings. 

Ideal from Harm A. Drost. 
Drawn by Jaap Groendal. 
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ON RECORDS 
Folkways' series of science recordings pro
vides a unique documentary of the world a
round us. This ever-growing catalogue of 
long-playing records, captures the sounds, 
both natural and mechanical, of man's phy
sical world. These sounds -- the documen
tation of animals, insects, man-made satel
lites, railroads, etc. -- are all recorded in 
geographical context. All of the recordings 
are edited under the supervision of leading 
scientists. Each record is accompanied 
with a set of extensive documentary nQtes, 
providing background on the subject plus 
additional information on the circumstances 
of recording and the significance of the 
sounds ·recorded. 
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fish . 

FX6122{FPX6122) Sounds of lhe AmeriGlJ1 Soulhwt"S1 
'recoYded"'rn 'I\ti:tona rie-ilriucson.- cave Creek, Oiiriciliu('l 
MOUntilins ilnd Rustlers Park. In New Mexico. San Simeon 
Valley and in Californ1.a, I'v~ndevilla Canyon, Sil nta Monica 

~~~:!~ :;: ~::t:ru~r:~~ ~~rt~~tr~fs ~~p~~~~ 
and Reptiles of the American Museum of Nat. Hist • • N, Y, 

:r~~ ~~~i~sn!e~,o~~~h:~~ ~~otr~~:"lr~~~~a::Ji~~n the 

~X~~e~ig~~:;:g db~i~~ ~:!~~cs~e~,m~!·ls~n~~~t~::~~.n -bot eau. crickeu, beetles toads, frogs, etc . Thu nder stOlm 
ilnd f1.ashflood . Illustrated Text. 

fX6123 VOX Humana recorded in England. Alfred Wo"-
- sonn rs-uj3e'fii'nel'ffiln extension of human vocal range with 

an Inu6duction by Dr. Henry Cowell. Includes Fermle 

:u~~ :~n~:~nl:/: ~r: i~:;:~· :c~~~~~ ~~~ ~nn~rt:~·l1 
octa ve leaps, Double and multiple stopping by the voice, 
~w registers (male ilnd fema le voice), Male voice in nine 
octaves , ''' Suing Quartet n for four remale voices, and Voice 
versus Instrument . 

FX6124 Sounds of Animals audible communiation of zoo 
anijl'ifiTI""anlmais. ""llii i«t various recorded sounds suggest 

thilt JUSt ill man hilS his own spec~1 langu.agt!:, so animals 
have their own special me ans of voca l communication 
which htlp them to solve thl!ir own living prohlems. In
cludl!s, ZOO; Puma, Lion, Indian Elephant, ~ea, ~lip
popotamus, Chimpanzee, Peccary, Rhc:sus t-.lonkt!:ys, 
Rhinocl!ros. Tiger. recorded by Arthur 1\ '- Greenh.all. 
FARM: OIicks. Goat. Sheeo. recorded by Nicholas Coll~s. 

FX6125 Sounds of Sea Animals Vol. U florida Thh 
reCtlru corftams "rt:prltsen tativt!:"Oi'"typical underwater sounds 

produced by several species of fishes and by the !K!a cow or 
manated. RECOROED BY W "~, KEu..OGG " OCEANO
GRAPHIC INS TITUTE" A..O RIOA STATE UNIVERSITY,"" 

~~~I~;!~P~~~~es:~fsh, T~~~~S~'ru~~:Bt:I~~~~ri~dwfist\ 
I\lilnatelt, One porpoise, Four porpoises, School of porpoises, 
"School" at 1/2, 1/8, 1/32 , .and 1/6 4 spE'ed. 

FX(\126I.1'P?P2~\ So!J11ds qf Cami_val n.c "hlw.y.nd 
"Merry:..co-Round MUS1~cordtr(fat the Royal America n 
Shows by studenu of the Chica~o Instit ute of Desi~n. This 

~~~~~ ~o~~:I~f~~~:~:u~l~i 1~ ~~~~~::'~~~Z~, -rl:~ical" 
Carnival. Includes the CrOWd. J\.-1erry...(;o-l\:)und, Barker, 
OUliide the fun house. Anirml barker, Ferris Whee l, Motor
.drome barker, R£lU..()-Planlt. Strange people barker. 
l..aughing clown, Interviews, and thlt famous rltpenoire of 
merry-go-round music. including Calliope; Over the Wavel. 
Ta"fil-ra-boom-der-e and others. ~tes. 

FX6127 Sounds of Medicine recor<kd on location. Contains 
--UperiIToii;'Supervueasurgrcal operallon on a lmall boy wllb 

il cyst in his neck, Stethoscope Sounds; Heart murmurs and 
lung sounds - A woman with ~eurrliltlc Heart Disease, 

~C:nr: l_ h~a~to~n I~~fh ~~~~~' D~::~ ~~r~~r~:,~ ~~~e 
surgicaloperiltion, Breath sounds, Sounds of the ' ooweb - A 
noJrmill hungry miln smoking a cisarette before dinna, Heart 
sounds - A man with inflamma tion of the hl!.arl due to ac
tive Rleumatic Fever. 

FX6130 Sound Paners. Taken out of content these sounJs 
"""iiiiidroy- tlh: m-selves in their uniqu eness, and create new 
auditory dimensions. :-.IA TlIRAL SOU~DS : Wood Thrush-
natur.al speed, slowed down 10 1/2 speed, sJo ..... ed down to 

!~\!sr.~~~~~i~~~~-:~i:~~~~d;IO~~~e:o~~wt~ tl/~ !s~ed, 
Thllnder Storm (with toad .and bird), Allig.ator Chorus : Amer 
iean, and one Asiatic}, Two Lions (Atlanta, Zoo), Monkey 

~fi:y~kl~~!~YS~~DS~~~J;:~g7J~i;;:~~~i,seS~~~~: 
~~,t~6SI:~h~~~~,b~~~~=!~~1~~~~t~~~.l~~~~°i,xi 
[:~~~~,ro~~~ ,~~f~~Ct~~n~~rr~o~'f!~s T~i~si;~s~S~"a?~, 
Flower Vendor, Charleston , S. C. , Cow Ceremony in 
Yugos la via, Olwn Chorus, East Africa, M \N MADE SOUNDS, 

~~t;~ititil, ~;::~n\~ ~~~~~~;i~~, 7 Sr/~\~~:~ t~r!i,O~nd 
15 inches tape, 

fX61~6 The Science of Sound( Shall versions of FX6007) 
I u record (kscr"5ei""31iaTerfiOiistrates various phenomena 
of sound as an aid to understanding how sound is put Ot work 
fot the benefit and pleasurlt of man, How We Hear, Fre
quency, Pitch, Intens ity, The Doppler Effect , Echo ilnd Re-

~:~~~;:i~~ite~~t,~siiS~~~i~~.;:~:memals and Overtones, 
Produced by Bell Tell!phone Laboralories Incorporilted 

Dimibuted and manufactured by FOLKWAYS RECORD & 
SERVICE CORP" 

FX6140IFPXl401 Sounds of Ihe Annual Imernalional 
Sports Car Ran:s of Walkins Glen N.Y. Th< 

Schuyler, Caueril, Glen Iropny'rncrr;rand PrTx. Recotu.::d 
on location by Henry Mandler and ~bert Strome Includes: 

~iir;::f i~~Pe~~~~:c~r~:~~;e ~~~~~~ :::'~~il;~iCJ':iu.a~PA~:t~~: 
MG's, Pouches, t.1ercedes. With UI. notes. 

FX6151 Sounds of A Soulh African Homeslead ",,
corded In the Land of tne Zulus by Lk. Raym~ow~s 
Contilines DAWN CHORUS: Doves, Thrush, Cuckoo, Weaver. 

~~~~le~s~~i~:~~i~io~~e~I:~~~bt%~k~St~t~~~~eJb'is, 
Trogon, Orongo. LATE AFTERNOON UNTIL DA:RK: Pan-

~irdg~: ~~~~'M~~~!' w 7tr~c;itt~r:,m:~~sia.:!r~~0~rSht i; ds, 
S1j~S, 80Uld-and-bow, horns, in songs , wedding ~ms, 
beer~lRk, praises, dances. Accompanying notes and 
illusUiltions. 

FOLKWAYS RECORDS 
165 West 46th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10036 
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